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Abstract:

Purpose:–

To study the judicial review and find out its importance in worlds largest democracy.

Methodology:–

The research methodology used for the present research article is traditional Doctrinal research method. As most of the information can be sought from the available literature by referring books, articles, journals, websites etc.

Findings:–

Judicial review of legislative Acts is the power of the court to determine the constitutionality of the Acts by the legislature. Law which is beyond the power of the law making authority cannot be allowed to be in force as it vitally affects the rights of the governed. Besides vindicating the rights of the people, judicial review maintains democracy and upholds the supremacy of the Constitution.

Research Limitations:–

Judicial review in India is practiced in respect of any kind of State action, such as legislative action, the administrative action or the judicial action, the research paper is limited up to legislative action of the state.
**Practical Implications:**

The results of this study would check the utility of judicial review, as in absence, there will be no one to secure the Constitutional limitations which are quite necessary in a system of limited government.

**Value:**

The study is probably first time conducted in systematic manner to check judicial review of legislative actions and to see how it balances the supremacy of the Constitution.
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“I am of the view that if there is one feature of our Constitution which, more than any other is basic and fundamental to the maintenance of democracy and the rule of law, it is the power of judicial review and it is unquestionably, to my mind, part of the basic structure of the Constitution” - Justice Bhagwati

**Introduction:**

Judicial Review basically is an aspect of judicial power of the state which is exercised by the courts to determine the validity of a rule of law or an action of any agency of the state. In the legal systems of modern democracies it has very wide connotations. The judiciary plays a very important role as a protector of the constitutional values that the founding fathers have given us. They try to undo the harm that is being done by the legislature and the
executive and also they try to provide every citizen what has been promised by Constitution. All this is possible because of the power of judicial review.

India is lucky enough to have a constitution in which the fundamental rights are enshrined and which has appointed an independent judiciary as guardian of the constitution and protector of the citizen’s liberties against the forces of authoritarianism. In a true form of democracy, the rule of a fearless independent and impartial judiciary is indispensable and cannot be over-emphasized.

*The author is a Ph. D. Candidate in Law, at SRTMU, NANDED, and also Lecturer at Narayanrao Chavan Law College, NANDED. As well as Visiting Faculty at School of Social Sciences for the Course of M.A. Human Rights. The author can be reached at sanjaysbang@gmail.com.

Judicial review of legislation is a result of two of the most fundamental features of Indian constitution. The first is the two-tier system of law with the constitution as the Supreme law and other legislation being the ordinary law which is valid only in so far as is consistent with the constitution. The Second is the separation of the legislative, the executive and the judicial powers of the state. The exercise of each of these powers is a function of the Legislature, the executive and the Judiciary as a separate organ of the State. Deriving their powers from the constitution, the legislatures in India enact statutes. There is a two-fold limitation on the validity of the statutes. The Legislatures must have the competence to enact them. Secondly, they must not conflict with the constitution. They would be invalid to the extent of their repugnancy with the constitution. ‘Judicial Review’ stands for something which is done by a court to examine the validity or correctness of the action of some other agency. Thus, Judicial Review of legislative acts indicates review of legislative actions to check its constitutional validity or its correctness. “Thus judicial review is the interposition of judicial restraint on the legislative and executive organs of the Government. The concept has
the origin in the theory of limited Government and in the theory of two laws, an ordinary law and the supreme law (i.e. the Constitution). From the very assumption that there is a supreme law which constitutes the foundation and source of other legislative authorities in the body polity, it proceeds that any act of the ordinary law making bodies which contravenes the provision of the supreme law must be void and there must be some organ which is to possess the power or authority to pronounce such legislative acts void.”

Under the constitution of India the Government is responsible to the parliament but the parliament, the president and thejudiciaries are responsible to the constitution. All of them can exercise such powers as are given to them by the constitution. The court has to examine whether all the subordinate authorities of the constitution have exercised their powers within the framework of the constitution. This is the way in which the constitution has enabled the courts to determine by the state legislature by examining whether they are in accordance with the constitution.

**Meaning and Definition of Judicial Review:**

The word ‘review’ stands for an act of inspecting or examining something with a view to correct it or to improve it. This meaning shows that there is something which is already done by somebody whose correction or improvement is envisaged in the process of ‘review’. The word ‘review’ in the phrase ‘judicial review’ stands for something which is done by a court to examine the validity or correctness of the action of some other agency. Thus the power of the Judiciary to review and determine the validity of a law or an order may be described as the power of “Judicial review”. It means that the constitution is the supreme law of the land and any law inconsistent therewith is void.
‘Judicial Review’ legislation or executive action can be defined as “Judicial review is the ultimate power of any court to declare any act of legislatures or of executives as unconstitutional and hence unenforceable as a) any law. b) Any official action based upon a law and c) any other action by a public official that it deems to be in conflict with the constitution.”

In *L. Chandra Kumar Vs Union of India*¹, the Supreme Court held that “Henry J. Abraham’s definition of judicial review in the American constitution is, subject to a few modifications, equally applicable to the concept as it is understood in Indian constitutional law. Broadly speaking judicial review in India comprises three aspects. Judicial review of legislative action, judicial review of judicial decisions and judicial review of administrative action.”

According to Howard Mebain, an American author judicial review mean, the power possessed by American courts to declare that legislative and executive action are null and void if they are volatile of the written constitution.

**Scope of Judicial Review:**

In countries like India and U.S.A, which operate under a Federal system of Government, there is a division of functions between the central Government and the component state government. Such a division of functions is an essential feature in any federal system, and the process of judicial review makes the Courts responsible for enforcing the provisions of the constitution, statute and the Rules of the federal system. This power necessarily includes the authority to declare ultra vires any state legislation or other action of the instrumentality of the state, which infringes on the constitutional authority of the Central government or any other State in the federation. The Supreme Court of India and the U.S.A.

¹ (AIR 1997 SC 1125)
have a power to declare the Acts of Parliament and Congress unconstitutional respectively. Courts call this the judicial review over the acts of the Legislative and Executive Departments of the Government. The Courts have the authority to declare actions of the other two wings Invalid as contrary to the constitutional law. This system is termed as ‘Judicial supremacy’. This is enjoyed by the Indian and American courts No such authority resided in the highest courts of England, France, Russia and Switzerland. The principle of judicial review became an essential feature of written Constitutions of many countries. Seervai in his book *Constitutional Law of India* noted that the principle of judicial review is a familiar feature of the Constitutions of Canada, Australia and India, though the doctrine of Separation of Powers has no place in strict sense in Indian Constitution, but the functions of different organs of the Government have been sufficiently differentiated, so that one organ of the Government could not usurp the functions of another.

American constitutional writes say it is judicial enforcement alone that makes the provisions of the American Constitution more than mere maxims of political morality. Regarding the judicial review in America, it is said: “The power of judicial review is based on the idea that the constitution created a government of limited powers.” Such is the condition under the Indian Constitution also.

In Australia, when the Federal Constitution was going to be established at the Convention of 1891, Cockburn spoke of the necessity of judicial review in Federalism as “all our experience hitherto has been under the condition of parliamentary sovereignty.. Parliament has been the Supreme body. But when we embark on federation, we throw Parliamentary sovereignty overboard, parliament is no longer supreme. When parliamentary sovereignty is dispensed with, instead of there being a High Court of Parliament, you bring into existence a powerful judiciary which towers above all powers, legislative and executive and which is the sole arbiter and interpreter of the Constitution.”
Judicial Procedure for judicial Review:-

The power of judicial review has in itself the concept of separation of powers an essential component of the rule of law, which is a basic feature of the Indian Constitution. Every State action has to be tested on the anvil of rule of law and that exercise is performed, when occasion arises by the reason of a doubt raised in that behalf, by the courts. The methods of judicial scrutiny are still inadequate in India. Though the constitution makers of India have inserted a specific provision under Article 32 of the constitution to go directly to the Supreme Court regarding legislative lapses concerned with infringement of Fundamental Rights. Article 32 itself is the fundamental right and according to Dr Ambedkar “it is the soul of the constitution as without which there would be no meaning of inserting the other fundamental rights in the constitution”. But there has been no any specific provision in the constitution to move the Supreme court direct on the unconstitutionality arising out of the violation of the constitutional mandate relating to distribution of powers or separation of powers or other constitutional restrictions which is equally vital. If the issue does not involve infringement of fundamental rights guaranteed under part III of the constitution, the aggrieved party has to move first the High court under article 226 and then only in appeal he can go to the Supreme Court if relief is not given by the High Court. Such pitfalls deserves rectification by a suitable provision in the constitution so as to enable an aggrieved person to move the Supreme court directly concerning the unconstitutionality relating to the distribution of powers or delegated legislation or other constitutional restriction. This speedy remedy would quicken the conscience of the citizen in a more fruitful manner in protection of his rights. Thus the Power of Judicial Review is incorporated in Articles 226 and 227 of the Constitution insofar as the High Courts are concerned. In regard to the Supreme Court Articles 32 and 136 of the Constitution, the judiciary in India has come to control by judicial review every aspect of governmental and public functions.
Statement of the Problem:-

Like the concept of Judicial Review in England which was concerned with a higher law there are a good number of principles in the Constitution of India which the Supreme Court and the High Courts have to keep in view while exercising their power of Judicial Review. However, there are many points showing the difference in the nature and scope of the review powers of the courts. In England, the concept of review originally was of the widest significance in that it was exercised by the English courts to review the legislative, executive and judicial actions. The best illustration of review of legislative action was the case of Dr. Boneham in which Lord Chief justice Coke of England had held that if a law of the parliament runs against the law of God or the law of reason the court will invalidate the law of parliament. But subsequently there has been a tremendous change. The Glorious Revolution of 1688 ushered in the era of legislative supremacy according to which the laws enacted by parliament shall have supremacy and no individual or institution shall have the authority to review the laws of Parliament. From this time onwards the scope of judicial Review was abandoned in respect of legislative actions and it scope was restricted to the review of administrative actions only. In respect of judicial action however the review power in English legal system is confined to such of the matters which are covered by due process and call for the issue of a prerogative Writ or order from the Court.

But in India this is not the case. The Courts continue to review every form of State action, by it legislative, administrative or judicial action. Further in the sphere of legislative action, the courts put their shackles of review whether the rule is because of a constitutional amendment, a statute, order, ordinance, regulation or anything else. The courts also review the action of the judicial institutions where they find the fairness to be lacking. Further, in India there has been a tremendous development in the field of principles and procedures relevant to the system of review. The Courts have developed the theory of basic structure of
the constitution, the theory of due process, the theory of judicial activism, the theory of public interest litigation etc. The basic task of the Courts in India is to uphold the Constitution, to protect the fundamental rights of the individuals and enable the authorities of the State to implement the Directive principles of State policy. In short, the courts have to exercise their power of judicial review for the purpose of upholding the rule of law, the sovereignty of the Republic and the principles of socialism, human rights and good governance.

Hypotheses:-

1) Judicial review served the purpose of acting as a limitation on the authority of the public officials.

2) In countries adhering to the principle of legislative supremacy the scope of judicial review is somewhat limited in the sense that the review power of the courts is confined to the review of administrative actions.

3) The country like India or U.S.A which is having written constitution or federal type has a wider scope of Judicial Review.

4) Judicial Review is open to examine of the legislative, administrative and judicial actions of the state.

5) The concept of judicial Review which since its inception is based on the concept of a higher law found in a concrete form is followed in India on the same principle but there are a number of new principles on which the power of judicial review is exercised by the courts, which in effect have expanded the scope of judicial Review.

Aims and objectives of the study:-

Following are the aims and objectives of the study.

1) To trace the source and development of judicial review in India.
2) To identify the principles and procedures adopted by the courts in India in relation to the legislative action of the state.

3) To see how judicial review has maintained the supremacy of the constitution by limiting the acts of legislatures which are ultra vires.

4) To come up with the recommendations for making the system of judicial review in India more effective.

**Methodology:**

The research methodology used for the present research article is traditional Doctrinal research method. As most of the information can be sought from the available literature. So the researcher has chosen doctrinal method as method of research for the present article and has used books, journals, research articles for preparation of the same.

**Limitation of the Study:**

Although the research paper has reached its aims, there is some unavoidable limitation. For the sake of convenience and for detail study, the researcher has limited the present topic to the aspect from Indian scenario and judgments given by the Indian judiciary regarding legislative actions up to December 2007.

**History of Judicial Review:**

The concept of Judicial Review has a long and chequered history. It originated in English legal system and became a very important principle in the systems of government based on Rule of Law. When India was a colony of the British Empire the concept of Judicial Review was followed by the Courts and has continued to be a part of the legal system of our country since then. In order to know more about its ambit and scope it is necessary to note the historical background of the concept in English legal system and its adoption in Indian Legal system.
In ancient Britain, the king of England being the Supreme authority enjoyed enormous powers. For a proper exercise of his powers however the king used to consult a few Nobles who together with the king constituted the Curia Regis (the Royal Council) and with the aid and advice of the said Curia Regis the king exercised his legislative, executive and judicial powers. Later on, due to certain administrative reasons there was a split of the Curia Regis because of which the Royal powers turned into specific kinds of powers, and fell into the hands of three different institutions called the Executive, Legislative, and judiciary. After the split of Curia Regis the judicial powers were exercised by the Judges, sitting in the palace of the king and were designated as the Royal Courts. These Royal Courts performed the function for building up a uniform system of law and they exercised a variety of powers including the supervisory powers of the King. By this particular kind of power the Royal courts could review the actions of any of the branches of Government, its officers and functionaries, and issue Writs in the name of the king. Thus emanated the system of ‘review’ by the Royal courts which assumed the responsibility of maintaining the majesty of Royal power and got settled in the judicial system of England as an inherent power of the courts, i.e. a power which is not based on any Statute or statutory provision but on the assumption that it is a fundamental attribute of the kingdom to supervise the functioning of various agencies of the Royal Administration.

When the monarchical form of government lost much of its apparent features and came under the way of democratic principles, even the concept of Judicial Review continued as an inherent feature of the judicial institutions of England. Of course, certain political developments affected the scope of Judicial Review in certain matters but the basic form of the idea of Judicial Review continued to remain the same.

When the Royal Courts became the Courts of common Law, and performed the function of unifying the law of the realm, they developed further the judicial method of
tackling the new problems. The inherent power helped the Courts of common Law in maintaining the traditions of the British Society. It was this power which helped the judges in maintaining the high ideals of the British legal system, such as the supremacy of law; due process of law and protection to the life, liberty and property of the subjects.

Although England drifted, in course of time, from Judicial Supremacy to Legislative Supremacy the one particular theory which it was not able to shed off was the theory of inherent powers of the kingdom and the theory of Judicial Review the method of judicial process. Justice M.Hidayatullah of the Supreme Court of India has said, “The power of judicial review was abandoned in England some three hundred years ago after which sovereignty of parliament is beyond control.”

Judicial Review flourished in English legal system on the theory that there is always a higher law to which the legislative, Executive or judicial action must be subservient. In the early days of its growth and development the concept of Judicial Review proceeded on the theory that Natural Law is the supreme law and any action by the officers or institutions of the kingdom must adhere to the dictates of this supreme law.

While this has been the background of Judicial Review in English Legal System this concept has a bit different background in the legal system of India. The difference is based on the historical truth that in all those countries which formed part of the British Empire either as colonies or Protectorates or Mandated Territories the British had introduced the system of Judicial Review for the purpose of maintain the principles which were fundamental to the system of responsible government. So, the system of Judicial Review as part of the common Law of England got introduced into in the legal systems of America, Canada, and several other got introduced into in the legal systems of America, Canada, of the several other countries in the continent of Africa. India as a colony of the British Empire had adopted the pattern of judicial organization as well as the judicial practice of review by the courts.
Despite the fact that the former colonies have ceased to be part of the British Empire most of them have retained the concept of Judicial Review as an inherent power of the Courts. Same has been the case with the Indian Republic under its Constitution of 1950. The principles which the English courts had developed in the context of Judicial Review were adopted by the courts in India too.

The Constitution of U.S.A. makes no specific reference to the Judicial Review of legislation. There was a clear effect of common law on the U.S soil. Chief Justice Lord coke’s decision in Bonham’s case repudiated in England but it found a fertile soil in the United States, where the U.S. Supreme Court it in number of decisions. This has laid down the foundation of Judicial Review of legislation in the United States of America, which has now become one of the most outstanding features for the operation of that Constitution.

In *Hylton v. United States*\(^2\), chief justice chase remarked in 1796 as under:

“It is unnecessary for me to determine whether the court constitutionally possesses the power to declare an act of the congress void on the ground of its being contrary to and in violation of the constitution, but if the court has such powers, I am free to declare it but in a clear case.”

The federal convention was much concerned with the problem of keeping of the powers of congress within constitutional bounds. Chief Justice Marshall before the expressed his view on Judicial Review in *Marbury v. Madison*\(^3\), spoke in the capacity of a delegate to the Virginia convention. “If they were to make a law not warranted by any of the powers enumerated, it would be considered by the judges as an infringement of the constitution which they are to guard. They would not consider such a law as coming under their

\(^2\) 3(Dall,171) (1796)
\(^3\) 5 US(Cranch)137(1803)
jurisdiction. They would declare it void. In 1795 in *Van Horn’s Lessee v. Durance*\(^4\), Justice William Paterson, Associate Judge of the Supreme Court observed: “every act of the legislature repugnant to the constitution is absolute void.”

In *Marbury v. Madison*\(^5\), Marshall declared that- “the legislature has no authority to make laws repugnant to the constitution and in the case of constitutional violation the court has absolute and inherent rights to invent the system of judicial review which was already in the process of evolution, but by this decision he strengthened the system to a remarkable extent. Again Marshall in *McCulloch v. Maryland* \(^6\) declared the statute of Maryland unconstitutional. In this case Marshall expanded the powers of the Federal Government by invoking the doctrine of implied powers. The doctrine of judicial review established by Chief Justice Marshall in *Marbury v. Madison* \(^7\) is still vibrant and its force stands unabated, although it has been critised. By1803 Judicial Review had a long history in America.

Chief Justice Marshall through his various constitutional decisions established the following principles:

(a) The people as a whole are sovereign.

(b) The Government is the Government of the people, it emanates from the people, its powers are granted by the people and it is to be exercised for the benefit of the people.

(c) The constitution is Supreme.

(d) The Central Laws have Supremacy over the State Laws.

(e) A law repugnant to the Constitutions is void.

---

\(^4\) 2Dallas 304 (1795)
\(^5\) See Supra 3
\(^6\) 4 Wheaton 316(1819)
\(^7\) See Supra 3
(f) The court has power to determine the constitutionality of a legislative Act and declare it void when it is repugnant to the constitution.

(g) Doctrine of implied powers can be invoked to expound the Federal powers.

(h) Legislation can be declared unconstitutional only in clear case of unconstitutionality and not in any doubtful case.

(i) The constitution is a living instrument adaptable to all new conditions of life. Mason has given a comparative picture of the English and America systems by writing In England the only safeguard against legislative tyranny was the power of free public opinion represented in commons. America was not content to rely solely on political checks, these had to be supplemented by legal and constitutional control is enforced by judges.”

In India, judicial review is not an event of sudden emergence but its gradual evolution depended on the constitutional ideas in different stages of Indian constitutional history. The Supreme Court at Calcutta was established by the Charter of 1774, which was issued under the Regulating Act, 1773. The powers of the judges of that court were same as those of the judges of the court of Kings Bench in England.

The Indian legislature from 1858 to the enforcement of the Government of India Act, 1935 was like subordinate body and had no plenary power of legislation but nevertheless the power of judicial review existed. The law court had power to examine the constitutionality of legislative Act on the ground of legislative incompetence of legislative powers. The Government of India Act, 1858 put certain restrictions upon the law-making power. Positive restrictions were imposed by the Indian Council Act, 1861. Section 22 of the Indian Council Act, 1861 lays down constitutional restrictions in framing laws, as follows:
“Provided always that the said governor General in Council shall not have the power of making any law or regulations which shall repeal or in any way affect any of the provisions of this Act”. The Constitutional thinkers of India were of the view that in the Constitution of free India there must be provision for a supreme court with the power of judicial review. That the Supreme Court should be conferred with the power to declare ultravires measure which go against constitution.”

At the time of making of Constitution the framers of the Indian Constitution were inclined towards the British principles of Parliamentary Supremacy but although they adopted the English model of parliamentary Government and made parliament the focus of political power in the country and the dominant machinery to realize the goal of social revolution, they did not make it a sovereign legislature in the same sense and to the same extent as the British Parliament was sovereign. They placed, as much supremacy in the hands if the legislature as was possible within the bounds of a written constitution with a Federal distribution of powers and a bill of rights.

The Judiciary has been assigned a superior position in relation to the legislature, but only in certain respects. The constitution endows the judiciary with the power of declaring the laws as unconstitutional, if that is beyond the competence of the legislature according to the distribution of powers provided by the constitution or if that is in contravention of the constitution. Thus, while the basic power of review by the judiciary was recognized and definitely established, significant restrictions were placed on such a power, especially in relation to the fundamental rights concerning freedom, and liberty.

The constituent assembly was evidently keen on preventing judicial review from becoming an instrument of judicial policy-making judicial review from becoming an instrument of judicial policy-making and thereby upsetting governmental balance of power. Limitations on Court could never hope to equal its American counterpart. It seems that, at
times, members were almost haunted by an imaginary ghost of judicial activism transplanted from the far-off America.

**Positive consideration for Judicial Review:**

(a) Our Constitution is federal constitution and interpretation of the constitution is the constitutional duty of the SC. Through Judicial interpretation judiciary keeps organs and departments of the government within their limits. Without the power of judicial review federal structure may be damaged. Therefore, judicial review is necessary ingredient of our constitution.

(b) It is true that Judicial Review places reliance on judges and their ability and integrity. Judges are part and parcel of the Society. Our experience proved judiciary much more honest than legislature and executive. Day-to day scandal happens in executive and legislature, while no conspicuous scandal has been noticed in Judiciary so far. Judicial Review saves country from arbitrariness and tyranny of executive and legislature. One can very well suppose that when there was no Judicial Review or judicial activism to what extent corrupt executive and legislatures would have spoilt moral and social life of the people.

(c) Legislature and executive are pressurized by vested interests whereas judiciary has no such chances of pressure from vested interests.

(d) Judicial Review not undemocratic rather it keeps the democracy alive through keeping organs of state within their own limits.

(e) Judiciary is a accountable to the people the consumers of the justice as rightly observed by Justice Frankfurter.
Judicial Review affords protection against legislative excesses and executive arbitrariness. The Indian judiciary is the best filled to the role of an umpire for deciding the proper functioning of the constitution. Judiciary has saved the constitution and democracy.

Through judgments and orders of SC and HC are found generally well considered and balanced. Even Art. 137 empower SC to review its own judgment or order. This power of correction makes the judiciary more fool proof. With the change of circumstances and conditions and coming into existence of new facts and laws SC and HC overrule and set aside their own judgments and orders.

Thus, Judicial Review is essence of federal structure of polity and democratic set-up of the country. Chandrachud in Bharti’s case held that Judicial Review as the basic structure of the constitution.

Democratic elements in Judicial Review:-

The future of democracy in this country will depend upon the preservation and maintains of the Rule of Law. One of the important achievements of democracy is that law must be just for human safety and it must be subservient to the human needs. A federal republican country in order to establish an ideal democratic rule and to create confidence in the mind of the people about democratic federalism must allow Judicial Review to thrive so as to eliminate unjust and unconstitutional laws and to relieve the people from legislative tyranny.

We are living in an age of constitutional and limited democracy which imposes limitations on the power of the Government and banks on majority rule to avoid tyranny and arbitrariness. But democracy cannot thrive in the absence of an all pervading justice. The
Preamble of the Indian Constitution has promised equality and justice to all citizen of India and has the laws of India liable to be tested judicially. The majority rule, though the best rule is found generally to be addicted to tyranny. That why the existence of some impartial body is essential for the maintenance of democracy.

Even Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru, who possessed a very large political and constitutional experience, said: “With all my admiration and love for democracy, I am not prepared to accept the statement that the largest number of people is always right.” The danger of oppression by majority is so obvious that the history of modern democracy is hunted by the ambition of including the minority in the controlling electoral body.” But this solution of inclusion of minority is not the real solution. It is the judicial review which has tried to relieve political tension and tyranny to a greater degree. The democratic aspect of judicial review has been summarized “If democracy means very simply that the majority is to have whatever it at present hankers after, then judicial review is an intrusive body in democracy. If democracy means that the majority is generally to have its way because human beings are to be respected and the conception of their own interests not disregarded, then the commitment of the majority to limits set by law is of the essence of democracy”.

**B.K. Gokhale has enumerated the merits of judicial review in democracy:**

1) Judges are competent to make judicial review by virtue of their knowledge and experience.

2) Courts are less biased than Legislatures.

3) It guarantees the rights of minorities.

4) It protects the rights if the individual and also those of the federal units in a federation.
Extent of Judicial Review in India:-

The initial years of the Supreme Court of India saw the adoption of an approach characterized by caution and circumspection. Being steeped in the British tradition of limited judicial review, the Court generally adopted a pro-legislature stance. This is evident from the rulings such as A.K. Gopalan, but however it did not take long for judges to break their shackles and this led to a series of right to property cases in which the judiciary was loggerhead with the parliament. The nation witnessed a series of events where a decision of the Supreme Court was followed by a legislation nullifying its effect, followed by another decision reaffirming the earlier position, and so on. The struggle between the two wings of government continued on other issues such as the power of amending the Constitution. during this era, the Legislature sought to bring forth people-oriented socialist measures which when in conflict with fundamental rights were frustrated on the upholding of the fundamental rights of individuals by the Supreme Court. At the time, an effort was made to project the Supreme Court as being concerned only with the interests of propertied classes and being insensitive to the needs of the masses. Between 1950 and 1975, the Indian Supreme Court had held a mere one hundred Union and State laws, in whole or in part, to be unconstitutional.

The Supreme courts interpretation of legislative acts to maintain the supremacy of the constitution:-

Under the constitution of India, the scope of judicial review has been extremely widened. Unlike the U.S.A., the constitution of India has made express provision for judicial review. The scope of judicial review is present in several articles of the constitution, such as, 13, 32,131-136,143, 226 and 246. Thus, the doctrine of judicial review is firmly rooted in India and in this sense it is on a more solid footing than it is in America.
Judicial review in India is based on the assumption that the constitution is the supreme law of the land and all the governmental organs, which owe their origin to the constitution and derive their powers from its provisions, must function within the framework of the constitution. Under the Indian constitution there is a specific provision in Article 13(2) that “the state shall not make any law which takes away or abridges the rights conferred by Part III of the constitution containing fundamental rights and any law made in contravention of this clause shall, to the extent of the contravention, be void”. The courts in India are thus under a constitutional duty to interpret the constitution and declare the law as unconstitutional if found to be contrary to any constitutional provisions. It can be appreciated that the protection of the judicial review is crucially inter-connected with that of protection of Fundamental Rights, for depriving the court of its power of judicial review would be tantamount to making Fundamental Rights non-enforceable ‘a mere paper provision’ as they will become rights without remedy. The following cases vividly demonstrate the nature, extent and importance of the role played by the Supreme Court of the Indian Union in protecting the supremacy of the constitution.

The Supreme Court in *State of Madras v/s Row*\(^8\) stated that the constitution contains express provisions for judicial review of legislation as to its conformity with the constitution. The court further observed “while the court naturally attaches great weight to the legislative judgments, it cannot desert its own duty to determine finally the constitutionality of an impugned statute”. In *A.K.Gopalan v/s state of Madras*\(^9\) the court held that “In India it is the constitution that is supreme and that a statue law to be valid, must in all cases be in conformity with the constitutional requirements and it is for the judiciary to decide whether any enactment is constitutional or not”. Justifying judicial review, in *S.S. Bola v/s B. D.*

\(^8\) (AIR 1952 SC 196)
\(^9\) (AIR 1950 SC 27)
Sharma\textsuperscript{10}, justice Ramaswami held “The founding fathers very wisely, incorporated in the constitution itself the provisions of judicial review so as to maintain the balance of federalism, to protect the fundamental rights and fundamental freedoms guaranteed to the citizens and to afford a useful weapon for availability, a ailment and enjoyment of equality, liberty. In \textit{Subhash Sharma v/s Union of India}\textsuperscript{11}, The court observed that judicial review is a basic and essential feature of the constitutional policy and held that the Chief justice of India should play the primary role in the appointment of judges of High court and Supreme Court and not the Executive. Justice Bhagwati in \textit{Sampath Kumar v/s Union of India}\textsuperscript{12} held that “Judicial Review is essential feature of the constitution and no law passed by Parliament in exercise of its constituent power can abrogate it or take it away. If the power of judicial review is abrogated or taken away the constitution will cease to be what it is”. In Minerva Mills case, Chandrachud, C.J speaking on behalf of majority observed “It is the function of the judges, nay their duty, to pronounce the validity of laws. If courts were totally deprived of that power, the fundamental rights conferred on the people will become a mere adornment because rights without remedies are as writ in water. A controlled constitution will become uncontrolled”. In the same case, Bhagwati, J observed “it is for the judiciary to uphold the constitutional values and to enforce the constitutional limitation. That is the essence of the rule of law, which inter alia requires that the exercises of powers by the government whether it be the legislature or the executive or any other authority, be conditioned by the constitution and the law. The power of judicial review is an integral part of our constitutional system and without it there will be no Government of laws and the rule of law would become a teasing illusion and a promise of unreality. I am of the view if there is one feature of our constitution which, more than any other is basic and fundamental to the maintenance of democracy and

\textsuperscript{10} (AIR 1997 SC 3127,3170) \\
\textsuperscript{11} ( AIR 1991 SC 631) \\
\textsuperscript{12}(AIR 1987 SC 386)
the rule of law, it is the power of judicial review and it is unquestionable, to my mind, part of
the basic structure of the constitution”. Ahmadi, C.J in Chandra Kumar v/s Union of India
\(^{13}\) has observed “The judges of the Supreme Court have been entrusted with the task of
upholding the Constitution and to this end, have been conferred the power to interpret it. It is
they who have to ensure that the balance of power envisaged by the constitution is
maintained and that the legislature and the executive do not, in the discharge of their
functions, transgress constitutional limits”.

After the period of emergency the judiciary was on the receiving end for having
delivered a series of judgments which were perceived by many as being violative of the basic
human rights of Indian citizens and changed the way it looked at the constitution. The Supreme
Court said that any legislation is amenable to judicial review, be it momentous amendments
to the Constitution or drawing up of schemes and bye-laws of municipal bodies which affect
the life of a citizen. Judicial review extends to every governmental or executive action - from
high policy matters like the President's power to issue a proclamation on failure of
constitutional machinery in the States like in S.R. Bommai v/s Union of India \(^{14}\) case, to the
highly discretionary exercise of the prerogative of pardon like in Kehar Singh v/s Union of
India \(^{15}\) case or the right to go abroad as in Satwant Singh v/s Assistant Passport Officer,
New Delhi \(^{16}\) case. Judicial review knows no bounds except the restraint of the judges
themselves regarding justifiability of an issue in a particular case. In Maneka Gandhi v/s
Union of India \(^{17}\), the judicial review has acquired the same or even wider dimensions as in
the United States. Now ‘procedure established by law ‘in Article 21 does not mean any
procedure lay down by the legislature but it means a fair, just and reasonable procedure. A

\(^{13}\) (AIR 1997 SC 1125)
\(^{14}\) (AIR 1994 SC 1918)
\(^{15}\) (AIR 1989 SC 653)
\(^{16}\) (AIR 1967 SC 1836)
\(^{17}\) (AIR 1978 SC 597)
general principal of reasonableness has also been evolved which gives power to the court to look into the reasonableness of all legislative and executive actions.

Recent Judgment of Supreme Court dated 11.01.2007 rendered in the case in I R Coelho (Dead) by LRs Vs. State of Tamil Nadu and Others is a master stroke of the judiciary. Prima facie, it is laudable for the reason, that it is a unanimous judgment of nine judges Constitution Bench of the Supreme Court, unlike fractured earlier judgments on the point. In Keshavananda Bharati vs. State of Kerala which is said to have first propounded the Doctrine of basic structure of the Constitution, the Hon'ble 13 Judge Constitution Bench of Supreme Court delivered 11 truncated judgments. Since 24th April 1973, the date of the judgment of the Keshavananda Bharati case, the debate is, what is the ratio decidendi, viz., the point of law laid down in the said judgment. Fortunately, the present judgment of Supreme Court by providing unanimous verdict saved the Nation from such turmoil of searching for the ratio decidendi with magnified glasses. Fractured Judgments pains the Nation a lot to understand what is the Law and much time and energy of legal fraternity is spent on debating, interpreting and searching laws from such truncated judgments. The whole of the present judgment is devoted to understand and lots of pains have been taken to impress that Doctrine of Basic Structure was propounded in Keshavananda Bharati case. Much effort is made to highlight and explain Justice Khanna's views in Keshavananda Bharti’s case and as clarified by Justice Khanna in Indira Gandhi case, since Justice Khanna's vote in favor of Basic Structure Doctrine will give the much needed majority in its favor in Keshavananda Bharti’s case. However the propriety and validity of the clarifications provided by Justice Khanna in Indira Gandhi case, whether the same clarification can be read into Keshavananda Bharati case, is a question to be answered. Now a day, it is a welcome feature that most of the landmark judgments are unanimous.

18 (AIR 2007 SC 861)
19 (AIR 1973 SC 1461)
Role of Supreme Court to disbanded social inequality of woman by judicial review:

The constitution has tried to establish social equality. The court is the best organ for realization of social equality and human dignity. The social equality of woman has been greatly strengthened through judicial review and equality of woman is one of the predominant features of the Indian democracy.

In *Air India v/s Nargesh Meerza*\(^20\), a regulation framed by Air India authorizing the employer to terminate services of an air Hostess on her first pregnancy was held to be extremely arbitrary, unreasonable abhorrent to notions of civilized society and interfering with the ordinary cause of human nature. In *Githa Hariharan v/s Reserve Bank of India*\(^21\), the rules of Reserve Bank of India, that mother will become natural guardian after father was struck down as unconstitutional. In *Randhir Singh v/s Union of India*\(^22\) the Apex Court held that although the principle of ‘equal pay for equal work’ is not expressly declared by our Constitution to be a fundamental right, but it is certainly a constitutional goal under Article 14, 16 and 39(c) of the Constitution. In a landmark judgment in *Vishaka v/s State of Rajasthan*\(^23\), the Supreme Court has shown a class example of judicial activism. It was laid down exhaustive guidelines to prevent sexual harassment of working women in places of their work until Legislation is enacted for this purpose. The judiciary criticized the Legislature for not creating legislation in that area and give effect to International Convention on the elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against women.

\(^{20}\) (AIR 1981 SC 1829)
\(^{21}\) (AIR 1999 SC 1149)
\(^{22}\) (AIR 1982 SC879)
\(^{23}\) (AIR 1997 SC 3011)
The role played by the Supreme Court to implement the obligation of the state for social safety:-

The obligation of the state for social safety is the mandate of the sovereign people. Such responsibility and obligation are not merely moral, but are enjoined by the constitution. The people cannot lead a peaceful life if there be no social safety. The Supreme Court has played a very important role by interpreting the legislations and has not hesitated to struck down if it is going unconstitutional. For instances section 63 of the Madhya bharat Panchayat Act of 1949 provided that no legal practitioner had right to defend any party in the dispute, case or proceeding pending before the Nyaya Panchayat. The constitutionality of this provision of law was challenged under Article 22(1) and it was declared unconstitutional by the majority decision of the Supreme Court. Again in UP Police Regulations under 236(b) which authorized “domiciliary visits” was declared unconstitutional by the Supreme Court as violative of Article 21 of the constitution. By “Domiciliary Visits”, the police Authorities were authorized to enter the premises of the suspect, knock the door and have it opened and search it for the purpose of ascertaining his presence in the house. Regulation 236(b) was struck down by the majority decision. The Supreme Court held that the entire police Regulation 236 was unconstitutional as it violated article 19(!)(d) And article 21 of the constitution.

Role of Judicial Review in Developing Social justice:-

Social justice has received a great importance for last 62 years than before. No doubt the Supreme Court through its innumerable decisions has defined clarified and widens the fundamental principles underlying the concept of social justice in India. For instances, section 25 FFF of the Industrial Disputes Act 1947, was challenged as unconstitutional. The section lays down that where an undertaking is closed down for any reason, every workman who has been in continuous service for not less than one year in that undertaking immediately before
such closure, shall subject to the provisions of sub-section (2) be entitled to notice and compensation in accordance with the provisions of section 25 of the act, as if the workman has been retrenched. The Apex court held the validity of the said section and observed that “Closure of an industrial undertaking involves termination of employment of many employees, and throws them into the ranks of the unemployed, and it is in the interest of the general public that misery resulting from unemployment should be redressed. In *Jalan Trading Co. v/s mill Mazdoor Sabha*\(^{(24)}\), the validity of Payment of Bonus act, 1965 was challenged by the plaintiff companion the ground that the Act is fraud on the Constitution or is a colourable exercise of the legislative power. The Supreme Court upheld the validity of the Act and ruled that the validity of the law authorizing deprivation of the property can be challenged on following three grounds.

1) Incompetence of the Legislature to frame the law.

2) Infringement of Fundamental Rights guaranteed in part III of the Constitution and

3) Violation of any other express provision of the Constitution.

**An invisible amendment to the Constitution:**

Since 1951, questions have been raised about the scope of the constitutional amending process contained in Article 368. The basic question raised has been whether the Fundamental Rights were amendable so as to dilute or take away any fundamental right through constitutional amendment? Since 1951, a number of amendments have been effectuated in the Fundamental rights. The constitutionality of these has been challenged for number of times before the Supreme Court.

\(^{(24)}\) (AIR 1967 SC 691)
In Shankari Prasad v/s Union of India\textsuperscript{25}, the 1\textsuperscript{st} amendment which inserted Article 31-A and 31-b of the constitution challenged. The amendment was challenged on the ground that it takes away the rights conferred in Part III of the constitution. However the Supreme Court held that the power to amend the constitution including the fundamental right contained in article 368 of the constitution. Again in Sajjan Singh v/s state of Rajasthan\textsuperscript{26}, the validity of the constitution 17\textsuperscript{th} amendment was challenged. The Supreme Court approved the majority judgment given in Shankari Prasad’s case and held that the words ‘amendments to the constitution’ means amendment of all the provisions of the constitution. But these two landmarks decisions were overruled by the Supreme Court in Golaknath v/s state of Punjab\textsuperscript{27} where certain state acts in Ninth schedule were again challenged. The Supreme Court by a majority decision prospectively overruled its earlier decisions of Shankari Prasad and Sajjan Singh cases and held that Parliament have no power from this date of the decision to amend Part III of the Constitution so as to take away the fundamental rights. In Keshvananda Bharati v/s state of Kerala\textsuperscript{28}, the Supreme Court overruled the Golaknath case, which denied parliament the power to amend fundamental rights of citizens. The Court observed that 24\textsuperscript{th} amendment does not enlarge the amending power of the Parliament. The parliament is having unlimited power to amend the constitution but it should not destroy the basic structure of the Constitution. In Indira Gandhi vs. Rajnarayan\textsuperscript{29} the Supreme Court struck down the clause inserted by the amendment which said once elected Prime Minister and Speaker of Loksabha are not answerable to any court against violation of Right to equality in the Constitution. In Waman Rao v. Union of India\textsuperscript{30} the Supreme Court held that all amendment to the Constitution which was made before Keshavananda Bharti’s case
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including those by which the Ninth Schedule to the Constitution was amended from time to
time were valid and constitutional. But amendments to the Constitution made on or after that
date by which the Ninth Schedule was amendment were left open to challenge on the ground
that they were beyond the Constituent power of parliament because they damaged the basic
structure of the Constitution.

Since A K Gopalan case up to this date and has brought out the development of
judicial construction of the Constitution and the Doctrine of Basic Structure. 24th April 1973,
the date of Judgment of Keshavananda Bharati is made the cutoff date to test the legislative
action on the touch stone of Basic Structure Theory. All Laws passed; even if they are kept in
IX Schedule of the Constitution has to pass through the Basic Structure Doctrine. By making
24th April 1973 as the cut off date, the Supreme Court has admitted that they have
propounded the said Doctrine of Basic Structure from the said date. Its impact and its
repercussions are very serious to the Nation and it tells a lot on the amending powers of the
Constitution by the Judiciary itself. We find no written letters Basic Structure in the whole of
the Constitution and it is undoubtedly a judicial invention.

Article 32 of the Constitution confers the power on the Supreme Court, for the
enforcement of any of the rights conferred by this part viz. Part III of the Constitution and not
beyond the same. No doubt, the said power is apart from the powers conferred under Part V,
chapter IV of the Constitution. If there is a violation of fundamental rights in state action,
including legislative action, the same can be struck down under Article 32 of the
Constitution. The touchstone could only be the Constitution and more specifically Part III of
the same. Fundamental rights are enshrined in the Constitution at the time of its adoption
itself. By making 24th April 1973 as cutoff date, judiciary admits introduction of a new
Chapter called Basic Structure to the Constitution, to be a touchstone, to test the state action
and it is in the nature of an invisible amendment without inserting any letter to the
Constitution. Certainly, judiciary does not have powers to amend the Constitution, but by propounding the Basic structure doctrine as touchstone to test the legislative actions and by evolving the same from Keshavananda Bharati case to the present case and making the same as an enforceable doctrine, the judiciary had exceeded its delineated powers. While holding on one hand that the Parliament, while exercising constitutional amending power under Article 368, cannot amend the Basic structure of the Constitution, the judiciary has exactly done the same by usurping to amend the Constitution by inserting the Basic Structure Doctrine in the Constitutional Arena, without having even semblance of power to amend the Constitution.

Basic Structure Doctrine is certainly an invisible amendment to the Constitution or otherwise the date 24th April 1973 is irrelevant. The Judiciary can have the Constitution as touchstone and not the doctrines, theories, propounded later by the judiciary. The doctrines and theories can only serve as tools to understand or to interpret the constitution. But they themselves cannot be touchstones and replace the constitution. The judiciary possibly, unconsciously made a theory, laid it as a touchstone and put a cut off date, everything without introducing a word in the constitution. Again, the big question is who can review the power of judiciary to make such invisible amendments to the constitution. There is no provision or mechanism spelt out in the Constitution to review the judicial action by any independent organ, similar to judicial review of legislative action read into Article 32 of the Constitution. At times, legislature and the executive could only be helpless spectators of judicial action. If the Supreme Court in the present case does not restrict the date as 24th April 1973 things could have been possibly different. The Supreme Court should have continued to have part III of the Constitution as touchstone and not beyond. Supreme Court in the present case has proclaimed at Para 78 that this Court being bound by all the provisions of the Constitution and also by the Basic Structure doctrine has necessarily
to scrutinize the Ninth Schedule Laws. By such assertion, the Supreme Court openly admitted that they are bound by not only provisions of the Constitution but also Basic Structure Doctrine and it evidences that Basic Structure Doctrine is apart from the Constitution and not part of the Constitution.

**Findings of the research:-**

“The judge infuses life and blood into the dry skeleton provided by the legislature and creates a living organism appropriate and adequate to meet the needs of the society”. These words of chief justice P.N Bhagwati worth mentioning because the role of judges is not only strictly interpreting the constitution but also is to give the true meaning to the legislation. Judicial review has generated its power from the constitution in India and the scope is very well described by the supreme court of India from time to time. If we strictly look on to the meaning of judicial review it is the check and balance of the acts or laws made by the legislation by the judiciary on account of its being contrary to the constitution.

The Supreme Court of India is no doubt the finale interpreter of the constitution as we have studied and analyzed from many cases. It is playing a significant role of protector and working at its best since the commencement of the constitution. With its intellect and time our supreme court has achieved a lot more than bare rigid law interpreter made by the legislation. The Supreme Court has rendered hundreds of decisions expounding various provisions of the constitution, and, thus a distinct constitutional jurisprudence has come into existence. Now with its power of judicial review and judicial activism this court is doing a lot for the social welfare. It has become the last resort for the weak sections of the society. But on the other hand this law making power in the hands of the judiciary is posing a threat to the state constitutionalism. India is following constitution and its spirit is to establish constitutionalism in the country. But this power of the Supreme Court can lead to the country where judiciary will be the head. It is synonymous of creating a third chamber of legislation,
which is against the principle of constitutionalism i.e. idea of limited government where an organ of the government can be checked on the ground of being arbitrary. Thus this power requires a sense of causation while exercising. Court should not act arbitrarily. “Great powers bring great responsibilities” this quotation of some scholar can guide the court while using its powers. But in spite of all the hurdles the doctrine of judicial review has a vibrancy of its own and has even been declared as the basic feature of the constitution.

**Concluding Remarks:**

The Indian Judiciary has played a remarkable role by the way of Judicial Review to maintain the supremacy of the Constitution. As said by Holmes that life of law is not logic but experience. Hamilton, one of the framers of the constitution of United States of America says that if there is conflict between constitution and the law the judges should prefer constitution. In India it is reflected 100%. After the decision of Keshavananda Bharti’s case 42nd amendment was made to the Constitution which inserted Clause 4 and 5 which declared that their shall be no limitation on the amending power of the parliament of what so ever. According Mr. Swaran Singh, the Chairman, and Congress Committee on Constitutional Amendments, put an end to any controversy as to which is Supreme, Parliament or the Supreme Court. But In Minerva Mills v. Union of India\(^{31}\), The Supreme Court struck down Clauses (4) and (5) of Article 368 inserted by the 42\(^{nd}\) Amendment, on the ground that these clauses destroyed the essential feature of the basic structure of the Constitution. The Judgment of the Supreme Court thus makes it clear that “the Constitution-not the parliament-is supreme in India.”

\(^{31}\) (AIR 1980 SC 1789)
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